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Abstract—An image represents millions of words which is depend on people interpretation. If image application considers for the marketing arena, then it represents to masses of peoples of different categories as per their requirements. The image-based marketing is an innovative and creative phenomenon which highly depends on geographical areas as well as on the interest of different placed habitat consumers. At recent times, the digital devices are widespread and it possesses by common peoples for completion of their daily miscellaneous needs and services. That is why, a new globe is opened for digital marketing, especially image-based marketing. Marketers jolt out traditional marketing strategies and adopt new marketing strategies to enhance productivity and sale. However, it is possible by application of a digital communication medium due to its effectiveness and efficiency. At recent times, the marketing paradigm has been shift very rapidly as per consumer mindset, for that, it is essential to switch into modern marketing technique keeping in mind of future firm prospect and its prosperity. Hence, in this research article, we discuss of how product sale grows by adopting digital marketing strategies, with that, we analyzed consumer behavior.

Index Terms—Image-based marketing, traditional marketing, marketers, digital marketing

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent times, the scenario of digital marketing almost changed as per likeness, association, ambush, call to action and close range marketing which is played significant roles; even these are motivating elements for digital marketing. The application of digital devices is commonplace, with that, most of the digital device holder use internet for the completion of daily job [1-3]. On such condition, image-based marketing has played significant roles on every sector. Here, every sector means online shopping site, online booking, shopping mall, online reservation etc. However, the digital marketing is completely different than traditional marketing in respect of marketing strategies. In a digital marketing, first of all, analyze potential customer requirements and interest and collect information by specific survey mechanism (i.e. questionnaires, feedback, on-site observation, conducting a different type of interview with customers etc). On the basis of collected data, make a planning of digital marketing, and at last, make an image-based design layout. However, on a regular interval, it is essential to analyze the digital marketing content and modified as per customer requirements and interest, in other words, it is called as maintenance [4-9].

Due to internet data speed improvement, different social sites platform (i.e. Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest, Tumblr etc) has emerged to provide services to consumers. These social sites platform played a significant role to shift traditional marketing paradigm as e-marketing paradigm. Hence, traditional marketing has been completely changed as electronic marketing (i.e. e-image, e-mail, e-content, e-commerce, e-tailing etc). Among these electronic marketing elements, e-image marketing can be placed on a top because it is easily interpreted by the potential customer. A customer easily understands the product details if we placed product image in an attractive form instead of text form. In a modern world, there has no time to read all information regarding a particular product, a customer wants to know about product very easily by image instead of consuming too much time for collecting textual information [10].

Modern consumers used different digital tools, that digital tools make a guide to product seekers for making a concrete conclusion for product procurement. When we look at different digital marketing, image-based product marketing can be placed on a significant position than others electronic marketing strategies and planning. It would be inappropriate to endorse every product as in textual form in modern lifestyle world.

A consumer searches a particular product, which they want by image-based analysis and considered its brand before procurement. However, a product image should need following requirements to make access as in convenient ways for the common consumers which they used the common handheld electronic devices:

1) The images should be feasible with any types of handheld electronic devices.
2) The images should be in high resolution instead of stick to display constraints.
3) If required, most of the images should be in high definition (HD) form.
4) The images should be as eye-catching. That is, it is in an attractive form.
5) The images should be as easy to download format on any handheld devices.
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6) Display those product images which actually want by consumers. Dummy images and virtual images would be harmful for enhance sale.

7) On need, combine short HD video with HD images for attract consumers towards the products.

When deal with leading social media platforms for digital marketing (i.e. Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest, Tumblr etc), we must know about customer interest by analysis of his interest or disinterest, after analysis, display those product images which shows interest throughout login session on opened webpage. Different social media platforms available nowadays, however, in recent times, Facebook is commonly used social media by most of handheld devices users. Most of the income has been incurred (over $2.68 billion) by Facebook through advertisement as compared to others social media platforms (fig. 1). Generally Facebook used image-based marketing by creating of different Facebook pages. However, on this period emerged different social media sites which act as competitor of Facebook; Instagram, Pinterest, Tumblr are some example which attract by consumers as well as by marketers for image-based marketing.

In recent studies showed that Instagram post looked by the most of users after Facebook images post looked by users. In another term, Instagram is the competitor of Facebook regarding of image-based digital marketing. More than three times consumers have been perceived the Instagram post when compared with the Facebook equivalent post. The following metrics are gathered to make comparative study of two social media sites:

- Facebook post – 6 billion “active” (like, comments, or shares)
- Instagram post – 3.4 billion “active” (like, comments)
- Facebook – 2,396 actions per post
- Instagram – 6,932 actions per post

If image-based marketing would place in the social media then digital marketing strategies has been changed completely, effect of this, consumers would adopt this with the positive response. Furthermore, it would also possible in near future that the image-based marketing will dominate to the others digital based marketing since product images are more reliable and mind pleasure. The reason behind is that, a presence of active respondent is more than the passive respondent at this time.

If endorsed a product by the image-based marketing then product sale rate would be enhanced. For this, need proper planning for proper utilization of social media and others digital media.

II. ONLINE SHOPPING PORTAL

As optimum way of images are used can be looked into different online shopping portal. In India, there are numerous online shopping portals, in recent times it is boomed. A few Indian online shopping portals are Homeshop18, Shopclues, Snapdeal, Myntra, Trendin, Jabong, Rediff, Flipkart, Amazon and much more. Most of the e-commerce sites have been used images for attracting consumers and that image attraction can be converting into buyers in future. Not only images are used by the e-commerce sites but audio, video clipped also used to know about the product detail by the common peoples. However, the following points keep always in a mind while uploading an image in an online shopping portal:

- The images should not be too large.
- The images should be arranged in horizontal or vertical or grid form for proper utilization of web page.
- The images should be in an attractive form by using different color pattern by keep blank background. That is, background must be white or none for real reflection of product images; image background and foreground should be the complement to one another.
- Keep minimum textual information with the images.
- Images should be arranged as in catalog way for consumer convenience in order to make search easy by millions of images.
- The images should not be restricted for particular devices architecture and operating system. Images should be platform independent, hardware architecture independent as well as web browsers independent.
- Images should upload as in JPEG format because it takes minimum storage as compared to others images file format (i.e. tiff, .bmp, .gif, .pnf etc)
- For video, video duration should be too short (maximum one minutes video would be sufficient for product marketing).

The above are very few points regarding image-based marketing, lots of points should be kept in a mind while
uploading audio, video, audio-video or images on online shopping portals. The sample of image-based marketing layout is shown in fig. 2 which is taken from Flipkart online shopping portal.

III. IMAGE-BASED MARKETING IN MISCELLANEOUS PORTAL

Not only online shopping portal used the images for marketing but also different e-commerce related web portals have been used the images for their products marketing as in digital forms. A few examples are Online Hotel Booking, Railways Reservation, Airlines Reservation, Online Bus Booking etc. As we know, images are used in every webpage so that the customer feels comfortable and the webpage looks attractive. Most of the decision of customers is depends by analysis of digital images. Hence, we cannot skip digital images in any e-commerce web portals. The fig. 3 is an example of this which is taken from the Yatra.com e-commerce web portal.

A. Make online tourist place

The tourism is an emerging sector because people connected one another through telecommunication medium and get more information about different places. At recent times not only intra-country tourism flourished but inter-country tourism also flourished. When we make a comparative study about tourism then intra-country tourism flourished more as economic way. However, without the internet it could not be complete because through the internet it is easy to reach any place just clicks a button. Hence, every tourist place has been connected by internet. And most of the tourist gets help from the internet to know more about that location where they make planned to visit. They want maximum information without lots of content reading. On such condition, the image-based marketing of tourist placed plays significant roles. However, the following point should keep in a mind while uploading images of the tourist places and surround of it:

- Images should be in 3D to get more information about tourist places within a fraction of the time.
- Images should be captured by the high-resolution camera.
- Not only specific places images upload but also surrounding site-seeing places images should be placed.
- If need, a segment of the respective place map should be placed with the site-seeing places to get rough ideas instantly.
- Tourist places should be connected with nearest hotel booking system to avoid inconvenience by tourists; such facility also placed with online site-seeing portals.
- Upload rail route images to know more about those places, through that feel comfortable by tourist.

B. Role of images during teaching-learning process

One image speaks thousands of words, this is the Chinese proverb. The image-based teaching-learning process is more effective than content-based to clear complex concept very quickly among a mass of audience. Hence, lots of images placed in small child textbook irrespective tons of content. With that include audio-video clip by which complex concept make interesting even slow learner students. Hence, image-based marketing has wide scope in teaching-learning mechanism. The following are advantages when include images during teaching-learning process:

- Keep concept long-lasting in a mind

Fig.2. Image-based marketing in online shopping portal (Courtesy of Flipkart.com)
- Quickly understand a concept by correlating with previous knowledge which being exist in a mind.
- Easily correlate with existing surrounding and mold the society as per image-based ways.
- Mind understanding capacity grows rapidly and makes analysis, decision, and design very quickly. In short, through this accelerate creativity.

The following point should keep in a mind during teaching-learning process:

- Keep maximum animation instead of images.
- Make image-based teaching as per student age, grasping capability, mentality toward the subject, sex, surrounding and culture.

- Include minimum textual information with images.
- Select appropriate images by consider of student understanding level.

C. Online Real Estate System

The real estate can upload different angles internal as well as external land/house layout images. Every image should be linked to know further information relevant of that. The real estate portal should upload attractive images on a cover page. The 3D house images would appropriate choice to attract buyers to buy houses/flats/apartments.

IV. OBJECTIVE(S) OF RESEARCH

The following few points are more worthwhile while studying the image-based marketing for growing of product sale rate of a company:

- Good images attract consumers, effect of this, support to grow sales whereas poor images work opposite of this.
- When image format is in inappropriate format, then image will act as a counterproductive. As a result, the consumer will be discouraged about that product and will never visit that e-commerce web portal.
- Image selection highly depends on consumer requirements and their interest. For this, data should be collect about like and dislike image pattern and make analysis, after that design image as per his/her requirements and at last upload them on e-commerce web portals, keep them until further clarification has not been received from the potential consumers.
- Make differentiate between potential customers and actual customers and make a plan of image design as per both of interest and requirement. Similarly, while designing of images for marketing then the images should be accurate for attract both of customers.
- The image-based marketing offers high visibility. The consequence of this, there is no more problems would create to the customer to search intended products details. Customers can easily search an intended product and if feel comfortable with the image then without reading of the tons of content, they make an online demand to purchase those products. As such response comes from most of the consumer then your company image marketing is in an attractive form, hence, very soon, your product brand will be endorsed among the customer world.
In recent times, customers want to look product physically with the help of images; hence, an image should be in an attractive form because it is today's demand. Modern customers are not interested to read the content of the product; they mostly make a decision without deeply reading of product details. However, an image should have a hyperlink and in a hyperlink mentioned product details in textual forms because a few customers want to know more about that product which they want to purchase in a future and at present.

- By looking on images by intended customers quickly makes a decision and click on the advertising images. On clicking of the images means indirectly make advertising that product by adding it in the eyes of Google. It generates traffic of the intended website and adds into Google eyes. Hence, image-based marketing grows quickly which is hard to determine.

- Customers can also connect with videos for the various motives. Videos play significant roles for communicating with consumers. It inviting to the customers for more study about the company brand. We can engage the consumers by offering them the product brand videos. Furthermore, the video makes the influence on the mind of customers; hence, a customer wants to know more about products.

- The process of describing images and video stories is an important part. They are the fastest and efficient means for communicating with customers

V. LITERATURE REVIEW

Image-based marketing works as a medium to communicate with interested customers quickly and effectively. An average human being makes few second attentions on an image, in a fraction of the second; image should make highly impact over his mind. Hence, visual content let him know about brands within that few second. That is, a company should be focused on brand image and distributes them among customers in such way by which customer easily interpret within a few second and make a judgment on the products [11].

The [12] has stated e-model where different types of models introduced such as online revenue models, intermediary model, attribution model, communication model, customer model etc. Through models make e-marketing strategies keep centric the potential customers. After that, make focused on social media marketing strategies for endorsement of products and how to design the e-commerce web portals they guide about all these.

The email and mobile marketing is the potential medium for marketing in effective ways in recent times. Before product marketing as digitally, marketers should make strategies about digital marketing. With that, content and social media also play crucial roles for product endorsement. For all these, make primary focused on customer-company interaction through digital means [13-14].

Some common criteria need to set today for digital marketing such as span internet up to remote villages, make an improvement over internet speed, make cost effective hardware equipment etc. to see its impact in future. At recent times need to take a suitable step to promote digital products, then future would be bright and use by the semi-literate peoples. For this, public-private partnership plays significant roles to reach digital equipment among common peoples [15].

The different challenges confronting for digital marketing such as internet cost, not availability of efficient hardware equipment, not knowing about digital application etc. For all these, e-business technology environment need to be set up with the help of private organization by the government. In addition of these, at recent times digital marketing strategies seem inefficient. If proper strategies would not take then the digital marketing would not be fostering further [16].

As per Massachusetts Institute of Technology studies, a human brain can process an image for thirteen seconds only. In other words, image impact retains up to thirteen seconds on a human mind. After that, image impact on a human mind gets exponentially reduced. On such condition infographics and gifs images play a significant role to know more about company product. Through that, a customer knows about company products as well as visitors know what the content want to convey us [17-20].

**Image-based marketing by Facebook**

![Image-based marketing by Facebook](image)

Fig.4. Image-based marketing in Social Platform like Facebook

In recent year, various types of image-based social media platforms have been developed as Pinterest, Instagram, Vine etc. However, these image-based social platforms have not been gained much popularity as Facebook and Twitter gained the popularity for image-based marketing [21-23]. The Facebook and Twitter particularly focused on traditionally text-based social media platforms. These two platforms have gained much popularity than Pinterest, Instagram, and Vine. As we know that, most of the users used the Facebook and Twitter to post pictures. For the same reason, we can
state that Facebook and Twitter filled with more and more pictures [24] (fig. 4).

VI. METHODOLOGY

Primary data has been collected by personal visit, telephone interview, an online questionnaire about image-based marketing strategies and planning. The following questions have been included for taking feedback about image-based marketing:

a) How would online images be beneficial for a judge product?
b) How would the image support make differentiation about product quality and its quantity?
c) Which strategies should be adopted by firms for developing a digital image for marketing?
d) What extent website should be changed and which portion would be useful for a website and which portion would not useful for a website?
e) Is sufficient bandwidth being existed for displaying images in fast handheld devices? If it is so, then that handheld device is Internet-enabled or not.
f) Should change the images as per aspect ratio of display devices compatibility?

These questions and others had been circulated through online or make conversation through telephonically, personal, indirectly for taking feedback. The sample data has been collected around 100 company manager or marketing related personnel (Table 1).

Table 1 Sample Data Collection from Different Firms about Image-Based Marketing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business Sector</th>
<th>N (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>10 (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Media/Internet/Online services</td>
<td>30 (30%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounting/Banking/Financial</td>
<td>15 (15%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising/Communication/Marketing/PR</td>
<td>25 (25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Size (by Employees)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro (fewer than 10 employees)</td>
<td>20 (20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small (10-50 employees)</td>
<td>40 (40%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium (50-250 employees)</td>
<td>30 (30%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large (more than 250 employees)</td>
<td>10 (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geographical Area</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North India</td>
<td>25 (25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South India</td>
<td>25 (25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West India</td>
<td>25 (25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East India</td>
<td>25 (25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Job Title</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>20 (20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing Manager</td>
<td>80 (80%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. MAJOR FINDING

From above questionnaire, we have been received an appreciable amount of feedback regarding image-based marketing. Furthermore, received feedback has been divided into two parts: effective or not effective. From received feedback, we can state that most of the personnel are in favor of image-based product display, because, it attracts customers very quickly and its effect being present long-lasting in a consumer mind. Around 70% marketing personnel favor to concentrate more on image-based marketing rather than descriptive or traditional marketing. Analyzed data presented in Table 2.

Table 2 Sample Data of Application of Image-Based Marketing in Indian Firms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application of image-based marketing in Indian Firms</th>
<th>80%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very effective</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low effective</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not at all effective</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The social networking sites such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Tumblr and other Apps and sites used images for promoting product among a mass of customers. The product can promote by creating the separate pages on the social networking sites. On analysis of different social networking sites, image-based marketing widely used by the Facebook, Instagram and others sites as 70%, 65%, and 68% respectively. Others social networking site also march towards image-based marketing such as Twitter, LinkedIn, Tumblr etc. Obviously, Facebook and Instagram users are more than others social networking sites users. Hence, it would be appropriate to utilize fully all these for promotes firms products. In this medium not only image-based marketing promote products but also audio-video based product marketing exponentially growing. Furthermore, on analysis of fig. 5, Tumblr is completely far away about image-based marketing because Tumblr users are not in appreciable amount.

Online shopping portals are commonplace for best utilization of images for product endorsement. The e-commerce is growing more than traditional commerce. The reasons behind are that it is effective, efficient, transparent and time-saving. The e-commerce present in good position in developed countries such as America, France, Japan etc, whereas in developing countries e-commerce progress become appreciable such as China and India. In perspective of India, Homeshop18, Shopclues, Snapdeal, Myntra, Trendin, Jabong, Rediff, Flipkart, and Amazon are widely used for purchase products. Among these online shopping portals, Flipkart, Amazon and Snapdeal contributions are more than rest of online shopping portals in the field of e-commerce. The
Flipkart use 90% consumers, after that we can placed Snapdeal and Amazon. If wants to attract consumers toward different product then image-based marketing played significant roles. For that, make a proper plan for capture images through the HD camera, after that upload on online shopping portals are the key to success for product marketing. In addition, small sized audio also attracts consumers towards purchase a particular product. Flipkart widely used that mechanism; hence, its share in e-commerce is more than rest of e-commerce portals (fig. 6).

On other hands, choose alternative of above-mentioned marketing mechanisms such as SMS, Blog, Search Engine, Email and Content-based marketing. The SMS-based product endorsement is not appreciable when compared with other marketing paradigm. The primary reason is that consumers do not believe on product content rather they want to look either physically or relevant images. The SMS-based marketing is on such place where consumers have no time to visit nearest places for looking products as in physically. Furthermore, crucial advantage is that SMS forever placed into their inbox, whenever they find leisure time they open the SMS inbox and read sent messages. Even though, it is not an effective medium for product marketing. Hence, its contribution is not as in optimum point as others shown in fig. 6 (i.e. only 77%). The email based marketing is effective because it is cost effective than endorsement of company products as prints media or television media. It is also environment friendly. Due to these reasons, email can send to the selected group of peoples. Here selected group means send an email to those email users who are interested in particular products. Like and dislike by the customers could be collected by monitoring site visiting frequency and counter responses. Means, email is an appropriate medium for image-based marketing since through email we can send small sized images of the products. Subsequently, the search engine also contributes major share for marketing (i.e. 88%). The indented consumers want to purchase particular products then first of all they search by a search engine and collect information regarding those products.

VIII. CONCLUSION

It is a big mistake if we underestimate the roles of visuals in the digital marketing. The images, video make beneficial to a company by converting actual customers into forever customers or potential customers. There are numbers of social media websites which are used the images as well as video-sharing, unbelievably reaches to common people which will be prospect customers in future. We can reach to millions of peoples within a fraction of second by social media sites, online shopping portal (i.e. e-commerce) or any online portals. It is common, cost effective, simple, concise, compatible, efficient medium available in recent times.

In a single picture consists thousands of words which is depend on user interpretation. Hence, be alert every time about image development and posting in an electronic world. A single mistake can make big
disastrous in the marketing world. Every team members should have a clear and concise vision about digital marketing and they proceed with that goal for place firm in a prestigious place in this competitive world. So that, whenever set up on account of social media sites, online shopping portals, online reservation system etc. should have a clear vision and need coordination and cooperation among team members of a firm for place company in a top position in a digital marketing arena. At last but not least, image-based marketing communicates those messages which customers want.
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